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Abstract: To reduce the uncertainty and reworks in complex projects，a novel mechanism is systematically developed
in this paper based on two classical design structure matrix（DSM） clustering methods：Loop searching method
（LSM） and function searching method（FSM）. Specifically， the optimal working areas for the two clustering
methods are first obtained quantitatively in terms of non⁃zero fraction（NZF） and singular value modularity index
（SMI），in which the whole working area is divided into six sub⁃zones. Then，a judgement procedure is proposed for
conveniently choosing the optimal DSM clustering method，which makes it easy to determine which DSM clustering
method performs better for a given case. Subsequently，a conceptual model is constructed to assist project managers in
effectively analyzing the network of projects and greatly reducing reworks in complex projects by defining preventive
actions. Finally，the aircraft design process is presented to show how the proposed judgement mechanism can be
utilized to reduce the reworks in actual projects.
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0 Introduction

Project management plays a crucial role in mod⁃
ern industries，but the increasing complexity of proj⁃
ects makes it difficult for project managers to em⁃
ploy traditional project management techniques.
Graphical methods used to be the most useful tool
to conveniently understand the structure and com⁃
plexity of a project. However，they cannot be uti⁃
lized to reduce unnecessary iterations and reworks in
complex projects. To make up the limitations of
graphical methods， the design structure matrix
（DSM） approach was first put forward by Stew⁃
ard［1］. Then，the Design Manager’s Aid for Intelli⁃
gent Decomposition（DeMAID）was initially pro⁃
posed by NASA in 1989［2］，followed by genetic al⁃

gorithm（GA） DeMAID in 1996［3］. This method
can efficiently save time and reduce the cost of air⁃
craft projects by ordering the activities［4］. More⁃
over，the activity⁃based DSM method helps project
managers not only fully understand the organization
of complex projects but also conveniently cluster the
activities［5⁃7］. Activity clustering，which puts the ac⁃
tivities into clusters or modules， is an attractive
method for project managers and project⁃based orga⁃
nizations. The modules can be shared among differ⁃
ent projects with a similar type to save capital ex⁃
penses［8⁃9］. Alternatively，design re⁃use can be uti⁃
lized to reduce cycle time and increase revenue［9⁃10］.

Modularity has gained considerable attention
thanks to its profitable advantage， although full
modular architecture is very difficult to achieve in
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most processes or systems［11⁃14］. Using a binary
DSM representation of a system or product，
Hölttä⁃Otto and De Weck［11］ developed the non⁃zero
fraction（NZF）and singular value modularity index
（SMI） to capture the sparsity of the interrelation⁃
ships between components and the degree of inter⁃
nal coupling between zero and one， respectively.
However，they did not further discuss the other ap⁃
plication of the two metrics.

In this paper， the existing DSM clustering
methods are divided into two classes：Loop search⁃
ing method（LSM）［15⁃17］ based on graph theory and
the function searching method（FSM）［18⁃21］ founded
on heuristic algorithms. Although various clustering
methods are designed for different purposes，few of
them can be utilized to analyze and compare the
characteristics of the two classes and to determine
whether clustering can be improved using appropri⁃
ate techniques. Hence，a judgment approach is de⁃
veloped in this research for conveniently choosing
the optimal DSM clustering method and greatly re⁃
ducing the uncertainty and reworks in complex proj⁃
ects.

1 DSM and Reworks in Project

Management

Project management involves the application of
knowledge，skills，tools and techniques to project
activities in order to fulfill project requirements. Ac⁃
cording to the existing standards［22］ in project man⁃
agement，projects have three typical characteristics：
Temporariness；production of a specific and unique
product；cost，time and quality constraints. An im⁃
portant characteristic in project management is
called progressive elaboration，which allows more
detailed and specific information to be added to
coarse⁃grained project plans in an incremental way.
As shown in Fig. 1 at the beginning phases，our
knowledge of projects is at the lowest level while
the project risk is at the highest possible level［23］.
With our knowledge increasing，the project risk is
gradually reducing.

Once the project work breakdown structure
（WBS）is created and the work packages at the last

WBS level are specified，the activities of a project
are determined. Due to the uncertainty in the initial
phases of projects，the probability of creating re⁃
works always exists in research and product im ⁃
provement projects，which causes loops in project
management networks. The existing project man⁃
agement techniques such as CPM， PERT and
CCPM，however，cannot be utilized to analyze the
networks with loops since these methods do not sup⁃
port loops，and some advanced techniques，such as
GERT support loops，are infeasible in a big project
due to the complicated computation［24］. Hence，
DSM is an appropriate tool for dealing with these
problems.

1. 1 DSM representation of a project

There are three types of dependencies between
two activities as shown in Fig.2［10，25］.

The relationships between two activities in
Fig. 2 can be conveniently represented by a DSM，

as illustrated in Fig. 3 where each of the rows and
columns refers to a design activity. In Fig. 3，a dot

“ ●”in a cell means that the design activity in the
row is dependent on the design activity in the corre⁃
sponding column. Moreover，the dots can represent
data structures and data format in the data transac⁃
tion. In a similar way，the numbers in the diagonal
demonstrate the data structure and define the charac⁃
teristics of the design activity.

With the sequence of design activities in DSM，

in order of execution，useful information can be ob⁃
tained. As indicated in Fig.4，the dots above the di⁃
agonal indicate the design activities which are not
produced yet，while dots below the diagonal are pro⁃

Fig.1 Progressive elaboration in project management

Fig.2 Three types of dependencies between two activities
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duced by the previous design activities. Further，ac⁃
tivities B，C，and D are regarded as a cluster be⁃
cause of strong relationships among them. Mean⁃
while，the activities A and B do not depend on each
other，so they can be solved at the same time.

However，the DSM presents conditions for de⁃
veloping a metric of combinatorial complexity. The
combinatorial complexity has a strong effect on the
planning for a design process［26］. Eq.（1） shows a
metric to calculate the complexity based on the sizes
of the clusters

complexity= ∑
i= 1

n

C 2
i (1)

where n is the number of clusters，and Ci is the size
of cluster“i”.

According to Eq.（1），the complexity of the
DSM in Fig.4 can be calculated as follows

CD =12+32+12+12=12 （2）

1. 2 Main reasons for reworks in projects

The cost of quality（COQ） is related to the
cost of conformance and nonconformance activities，
which are carried out for compensatory purposes.

Due to the possibility that in the first effort to com⁃
plete that activity，some parts of required activity
may have already been done incorrectly.

The COQ work may exist throughout the life
cycle of a deliverable. For instance，the decision of
a project team can affect the operational costs relat⁃
ed to a completed deliverable. The cost of post⁃proj⁃
ect quality may be generated because of warranty
claims， product returns and recall campaigns.
Therefore，considering potential benefits that may
be derived from reducing the post⁃project COQ and
the temporary nature of projects，supporting organi⁃
zations may choose to invest in product quality im ⁃
provement. Generally，these investments are made
for conformance activity to reduce product defects
and the costs of defects by inspecting the noncon⁃
forming units.

The costs of nonconformance determine the
costs of reworks used for modifying the deliverable.
The cost of nonconformance will be reduced if the
cost of conformance is considered in the projects.

Table 1 shows COQ［27］.

The complexity of DSM in Fig.4 can be great⁃
ly reduced if a preventive action“P”is added be⁃
tween design activities B and C，as shown in Fig.5.

The complexity of DSM in Fig.5 is
CE =12+12+12+12+12+12+12=7< CD（3）

2 Comparison Between Two Classi‑

cal DSM Clustering Methods

There are two classical DSM clustering meth⁃
ods：LSM and FSM，each of which has its own

Fig.3 DSM form of a project

Fig.4 Cluster of activities B, C and D

Table 1 Cost of quality

Cost of conformance

Prevention costs
(1) Training

(2) Document processes
(3) Equipment

(4) Time to do it right
Appraisal costs
(1) Testing

(2) Destructive testing loss
(3) Inspections

Cost of nonconformance

Internal failure costs
(1) Rework
(2) Scrap

External failure costs
(1) Liabilities

(2) Warranty work
(3) Lost business
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strengths and weaknesses in different situations.

2. 1 Loop searching method（LSM）

Activity⁃based DSM is a branch of graph theo⁃
ry. As shown in Fig.6，a directed graph on the left，
including the binary relations between activities，is
isomorphic to the adjacency matrix on the right.

Steward［1］ first put forward the procedures of
developing an effective engineering plan including
partitioning and tearing based on the DSM. Then
Ko，Kuo and Yu［28］developed it by presenting a sys⁃
tematic workflow planning method for optimizing a
new product development.

According to the flowchart in Fig.7，the reach⁃

ability matrix P= ∨
k= 1

n

A( k )（n is the number of activi⁃

ties in DSM A）is constructed based on DSM A in
the searching process by the Warshall Algorithm.

Then，the strong connected matrix S= P ∩ P T can
be built，in which the row vector contains all clus⁃
ters among activities. Subsequently，by arranging
the level of coupled activities in each block，one can
obtain a partitioned DSM. Afterwards， different
tearing methods can be employed to decouple the
coupled activities.

2. 2 Function searching method（FSM）

The objective of DSM clustering is to group ac⁃
tivities together into clusters that are loosely con⁃
nected with each other based on a threshold of simi⁃
larity. Algorithms such as FSM have been devel⁃
oped for DSM clustering，thereby complementing
LSM. Existing FSM includes simulated annealing
and genetic algorithms［18］. By searching the divided
clusters，FSM can identify the final solution with
the optimal objective function. Since the random
process is involved in searching algorithms，only
simulated annealing algorithm is studied in this sec⁃
tion.

In particular，a widely used FSM is given be⁃
low，in which the total coordination cost of interac⁃
tion is defined as the objective function［29⁃30］

Total  Coordination  Cost=

∑
i= 1

m

Coordination  Cost ( task i ) (4)

where

Coordination  Cost ( task i )=

ì

í

î

ï

ï

ï
ïï
ï

ï

ï

ï
ïï
ï

∑
j= 1

m

[ DSM ( i,j )+ DSM ( j,i ) ] × ∑
k= 1

c

c size ( k )pow_cc

Both task i and j are in the same cluster k

∑
j= 1

m

[ DSM ( i,j )+ DSM ( j,i ) ] × sizepow_cc

No cluster have both task i and j

(5)

where m is the dimension of the DSM，i. e.，the
number of activities in the DSM；DSM ( i，j ) is the
binary value of the interaction between activities i

and j；c is the maximum number of clusters；c size ( k )
is the number of activities in cluster k；and pow_cc
is a parameter that controls the type of penalty.

Fig.5 Less complex DSM with a preventive action

Fig.6 Evolution of a graph to a DSM

Fig.7 Reachability matrix method
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The bid from each cluster can be represented by
Bid ( clusters k,task t )=

∑
j= 1

n [ DSM ( t,j )+ DSM ( j,t ) ]pow_dep
c size ( k )pow_bid

×

CMAT ( k,j ) （6）
where Bid ( clusters k，task t ) refers to the bid from
cluster k for activity t；pow_dep the importance giv⁃
en to strong interactions over weak ones；pow_bid
the value of a bid which depends on the size of the
clusters；and CMAT ( k，j ) is a 0—1 variable which
takes 1 if activity j is an element of cluster k.

Activity t is then moved to the cluster with the
value of the bid being the largest. If the total coordi⁃
nation cost has a prominent improvement， the
change will be permanent. This process will not
stop until the total coordination cost becomes stable.
Finally，we can get the near⁃optimal solution of
clustering. To widen the searching area of the algo⁃
rithm，the bid with the second largest value is also
taken into account to simulate the annealing process
of metal.

2. 3 Case studies

Fig. 8 shows a ten⁃activity DSM，in which the
reworks of activities are identified and clustered af⁃
ter determining the strong connected matrix S.

Using LSM，a solution is obtained after loop
searching as shown on the right hand in Fig. 8：［A
D F］，［B H J］，［C G］，［E I］. Its complexity is

CFig.8=32 +32 + 22+22 = 26 （7）
By using FSM approach，three possible solu⁃

tions are achieved as shown in Fig. 9. Further，the
costs of the three solutions are 123.10，100.60，and
88.12，respectively，according to Eqs.（4）—（6）.

The complexities of the three solutions in Fig.9
are as follows

Ca = 52+42+22 = 45 （8）
Cb = 32+42+32+22 = 38 （9）

Cc = 32+32+22+22+22 = 30 （10）
By comparing Eq.（7）to Eqs.（8）—（10），one

can find that the complexity of the solution in Fig.9
by LSM is lower than that in Fig.8 using FSM.

The stability of LSM is perfect because it nev⁃
er changes when searching the same DSM. In con⁃
trast，the solutions of FSM are unstable. Although
the achieved activities in the clusters are similar in
the three solutions，the sizes and the quantites of

the clusters are different.
The clustering quality of DSM achieved by

LSM and FSM can be compared. On the one hand，
LSM contain all possible reworks and coupled activi⁃
ties in DSM，so the result can fully describe the

Fig.8 DSM clustering by using LSM

Fig.9 DSM clustering by using FSM
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project network. On the other hand，FSM can clear⁃
ly calculate the coordination cost for each solution，
but reworks may be missed in solutions. Further⁃
more， the coordination cost of LSM solution is
84.981 2，lower than FSM solutions.

The case studies in this section shows that in
most situations，LSM works better since it is more
structural while FSM is more quantitative and offers
more solutions. The next section will further discuss
how the two clustering approaches work in different
situations and provide a general metric for choosing
the appropriate algorithm in different cases.

3 Judgment for Reducing Reworks

Using Two DSM Clustering

Methods

The working performance of the two DSM
clustering methods in different cases is first investi⁃
gated to determine their optimal working area ac⁃
cording to two metrics： the non⁃zero fraction
（NZF）and singular value modularity index（SMI）
developed by Hölttä⁃Otto and De Weck［11］. Subse⁃
quently， the procedure for choosing the optimal
DSM clustering method is proposed followed by the
conceptual model to reduce the reworks in complex
projects.

3. 1 DSM density metric： Non‑zero fraction

（NZF）

As an indication of the density of a given
DSM，the value of NZF can be determined by using
the following equation

NZF=
∑
i= 1

n

∑
j= 1

n

DSM ( i,j )

n ( n- 1 ) (11)

3. 1. 1 Working area of LSM and FSM for

DSMs with ten activities

Section 2.3 presents a low⁃density project with
ten activities to show how the DSM clustering meth⁃
ods work，which may not be suitable for projects
with high density or overlapping coupled activities.
As the complexity of a project increases，the density
of a DSM becomes higher and more overlapping
clusters are needed to deal with. Another case with
a higher density and several overlapping coupled ac⁃

tivities is presented as shown in Fig.10. Using LS ⁃
M，the strong connected matrix can be obtained as
shown in Fig.11，in which all activities are clustered
as a whole.

Obviously，this clustering result in Fig.11 is m⁃
eaningless because too many overlapping clusters
cause even more confusion. This solution is called

“ invalid”.

Note that the solution obtained by using LSM
in Fig.8 is stable and satisfactory. Therefore，LSM
is limited to the structure and connections because it
only indicates the path of interactions without calcu⁃
lating the strength. When more interactions occur
among the activities，the LSM method may fail to
achieve a good solution.

Considering that LSM cannot be utilized to
handle the high⁃density DSM in Fig.10，one can ch⁃
eck the results by using FSM which are unstable but
not limited to the structure.

By using the SA method，two clustering solu⁃
tions are obtained as shown in Fig.12：［A F I］，［B
C E］，［J D G］，［H］and［A F I］，［B C E J］，［D
G H］. Their complexity can be determined

Ca=32+42+32+12=35 （12）

Fig.10 Original high⁃density DSM

Fig.11 Clustering result of Fig.10 by using DSM
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Cb=32+42 + 32=34 （13）

When the DSM structure of a project network
is simple，the fixed or optimal clustering solution
may not be achieved by using FSM. However，if
the DSM structure is more complex or with high
density，it can be found that FSM performs better
than LSM.

To find the valid density intervals for the two
DSM clustering methods from the perspective of the
density metric of a DSM，the highest density that
the methods can handle should be first determined.
Alternatively，if the maximum density is identified，
the valid density interval can be determined. If the
density of a DSM exceeds the threshold，the solu⁃
tion becomes“ invalid”as mentioned earlier. Fur⁃
ther， the meaningless probabilities of LSM and
FSM can be further obtained by using the following
approach.

Suppose there are n samples of random ten⁃ac⁃
tivity DSMs with different density. In order to find
the invalid probability of LSM and FSM，the fol⁃
lowing formulas are given

|| E (Tn )- E (Tn- b )
E (Tn- b )

< α (14)

|| σ 2 (Tn )- σ 2 (Tn- b )
σ 2 (Tn- b )

< α (15)

where Tn is the invalid probability；E and σ 2 are the
mean value and the variance of Tn，respectively；b is
100， representing the latest 100 samples； and α
0.002，representing the level of stability.

The parameter n can be acquired when Tn re⁃
mains stable. In this way， the invalid probability
curves of the two methods can be drawn，as shown
in Fig.13.

In Fig. 13，the solid and dotted lines represent

the invalid probability curve of LSM and FSM，re⁃
spectively. With respect to the curve of LSM，the
invalid probability rises rapidly from 0 at the thresh⁃
old of density 0.33，and then goes up to 0.8 at densi⁃
ty 0.55. The invalid probability keeps rising as the
DSM density increases，and then goes up to 1.0 at
density 0.72 where it remains stable until the end.
Hence，when NZF is considered，the optimal valid
density interval for LSM is（0，0.33）and the maxi⁃
mum valid density interval is（0，0.72）.

On the other hand，as we can be easily seen
from the dotted curve in Fig.13，FSM performs bet⁃
ter within the density interval of（0，0.89）. Note
that when the density is beyond 0.7，the curve of
FSM becomes shaky，since the corresponding solu⁃
tions are not close to the optimal clustering solu⁃
tions. This conclusion is drawn from numerous ex⁃
periments.

Hence，the threshold of the density for LSM
and FSM are 0.33 and 0.89，respectively. Table 2
shows the valid density intervals of LSM and FSM
with different NZF for ten⁃activity DSMs.

3. 1. 2 Working area of LSM and FSM for

DSMs with different number of activi⁃

ties

The DSMs in Section 3.1.1 include only ten ac⁃
tivities. To make the results more general，DSMs

Fig.12 Two clustering solutions by using FSM Fig.13 Invalid probability curves of LSM and FSM for
ten⁃activity DSMs

Table 2 Valid density intervals of LSM and FSM with

different NZF for ten‑activity DSMs

NZF
LSM
FSM

(0,0.33]
Valid
Valid

(0.33,0.89]
Valid→Invalid
Valid→Shaking

(0.89,1)
Invalid

Shaking→Invalid
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with different number of activities are studied in this
section. The invalid probability curves of LSM and
FSM for ten⁃activity， 20⁃activity and 30⁃activity
DSMs are presented in Fig.14.

As shown in Fig.14，with the growing number
of activities in a project， the invalid probability
curves of LSM shift left and the valid density inter⁃
val is narrowing. In contrast，the curves of FSM
stay in the same location while the solutions are still
shaking after a density of 0.7. Two boundary values
are recorded for each curve of LSM，which refer to
the lowest density at which LSM becomes invalid
and the highest at which LSM is still valid. For the
curve of FSM，the shaking and invalid boundary
values are 0.7 and 0.89，respectively.

With the above boundary values，the working
area of LSM and FSM for DSMs with different
numbers of activities is plotted in Fig.15.

As shown in Fig. 15，the lowest densities at
which LSM and FSM may become invalid are from
curves 1 and 4，respectively. The highest density at
which LSM is still valid is from curve 2，and the

density at which solutions by FSM become question⁃
able is from curve 3. Note that in Fig.15，both cu ⁃
rves 3 and 4 are straight lines since their boundaries
are constants.

By using the fitting algorithm，one can find
that curve 1' and 2 ' in Fig.15 are exponential appr ⁃
oximation functions of curves 1 and 2，respectively.
Moreover， the thresholds of the fitting curves at
which LSM is still valid can be denoted by
1.245 3 ×    e-0.275n+0.198 2，and 0.842 5  ×   e-0.047n+
0.207 4, respectively, where n is the number of ac⁃
tivities of a DSM. The residual errors of the two fit⁃
ting curves are 0.013 4 and 0.009 1，respectively. If
the number of activities in a project is extended to
50，more points are simulated and longer simulation
time is required as given in Fig.16.

In both Figs.15 and 16，the whole working ar⁃
ea is divided into six zones by four curves. Zone A
indicates the area in which both LSM and FSM
methods can work well. According to the stability
and precise description，LSM should be chosen for
cases in zone A. In Zones B and D，LSM starts to
lose its clustering ability and the advantage of FSM
appears. Furthermore， one should definitely use
FSM in Zones C and E because LSM becomes in⁃
valid in these two zones. Cases in zone F cannot be
solved by either LSM or FSM. These above conclu⁃
sions demonstrate that，given the size and density of
a DSM，optimal choices can be determined when
the case is in Zones A，C，or E but not the whole
area. Further study can be carried out to deal with
cases in Zones B and D.

Fig. 14 Invalid probability curves of LSM and FSM
for DSMs with different number of activities

Fig. 15 Working area of LSM and FSM for DSMs with
different number of activities (2—30).

Fig. 16 Working area of LSM and FSM for DSMs
with different number of activities (2—50).
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3. 2 DSM modularity metric： Singular value

modularity index（SMI）

Except for the density metric NZF，another
metric，SMI，can be used to help to decide which
the DSM clustering method should be chosen from
the perspective of modularity. SMI is developed by
Hölttä⁃Otto and De Weck［11］ and can be utilized to
quantify the degree of modularity of a product or
project based on its internal connectivity structure.

With singular value decomposition on the bina⁃
ry DSM，the singular values and corresponding or⁃
thogonal eigenvectors can be expressed by

DSM= U ⋅

é

ë

ê

ê

ê
êê
ê

ù

û

ú

ú

ú
úú
ú

σ1      0    …    0
0      σ2   …   0
⋮ ⋮⋱⋮
0      0    …  σn

⋅ V T (16)

where σ1，σ2，…，σn are singular values in descend⁃
ing order of DSM with n activities.

Note that systems with different degrees of
modularity reflect different decay of their singular
values. SMI is then used for measuring the decay
rate of the sorted，normalized singular values，as de⁃
fined below

SMI= 1
n
arg min

α
∑
i= 1

n |

|
||

|

|
||
σi
σ1
- e-

i- 1
α (17)

SMI reflects α* /n，where α* is the value which mini⁃
mizes the error between an exponential decay and
the actual decay across all singular values. If the sys⁃

tem is integral，the value of SMI is low whereas
high SMI indicates a high degree of modularity.
This index is used here for assessing the effective⁃
ness of a DSM clustering method.
3. 2. 1 DSMs with different SMI

Three cases are presented in Fig. 17 with the
same NZF and different SMI in Zone B，and their
values of NZF and SMI are given in Table 3. As
shown in Table 3，Case 1 is the most modular prod⁃
uct with the highest SMI while Case 3 is integral.

Using LSM and FSM，one can further obtain
the clustering solutions as illustrated in Table 4 for
the three cases in Fig.17. One can easily find that th⁃
e modularity of a project can influence the clustering
results of algorithms.

In Table 4，both LSM and FSM work well in
Case 1 with the same optimal solution［A D F J］，

［B C H］，［E G I］，which indicates that they are
suitable for high modular cases. However，when the
degree of modularity begins to drop，such as that in

Case 2，FSM generates more than one solution
while LSM still works well. When SMI decreases
to 0.131 1 in Case 3，LSM cannot work at all while
FSM still has more than one solutions although they
are shaky.

Table 3 NZF and SMI of Cases 1—3

Metric
NZF
SMI

Case 1
0.36
0.835 6

Case 2
0.36
0.556 0

Case 3
0.36
0.131 1

Fig.17 Three cases in Zone B.

Table 4 DSM clustering solutions for Cases 1—3 by us‑

ing LSM and FSM

Meth⁃
od

LSM

FSM

Case 1

[A D F J], [B C
H], [E G I]

[A D F J], [B C
H], [E G I]

Case 2

[A F H], [B C],
[D J], [E G I]
Multiple but sim⁃
ilar solutions

Case 3

Disabled

Multiple and
shaky solutions
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3. 2. 2 Working area for DSMs with different

SMIs

Since the difference between LSM and FSM
cannot be identified by using only NZF，Cases in
Zone B and Zone D in Figs.15，16 are discussed in
this section from the perspective of SMI. For the
sake of being more general，1 000 cases are random⁃
ly chosen in Zones B and D，and divided into three
parts according to the value of SMI，i.e.，high（0.7
—1.0），middle（0.4—0.7），and low（0—0.4）.
The chosen cases are then clustered using LSM and
FSM，and the results are given in Table 5.

In Table 5， cases with higher SMI have a
greater chance to be well clustered by either LSM
or FSM because there are few connections between
activities in these cases with high modularity. For
FSM， a higher value of SMI makes the results
more stable while a relatively lower SMI may lead
to varying solutions. Hence，the LSM method per⁃
forms better in cases with high SMI.

When the value of SMI decreases to the middle
level，LSM becomes disabled in half of cases where⁃
as FSM can still provide varying solutions，which
are close to the optimal ones. Therefore，FSM is
more suitable for middle SMI cases. However，
when SMI drops to the low level，LSM is almost
disabled，and half of the solutions obtained by FSM
are questionable and unsatisfactory. If a choice has
to be made between LSM and FSM，the latter is
more preferred.

In conclusion，for cases in Zones B and D，

when the value of SMI is high（0.8—1.0），LSM

should be selected. When the value of SMI is mid⁃
dle（0.4—0.7） or low（0—0.4），FSM should be
the better choice. For cases in these two zones，the
density metric as well as the modularity metric
should be combined to determine which DSM clus⁃
tering method should be chosen.

3. 3 A approach for reducing reworks using

DSM clustering methods

A judgement procedure is developed in Fig. 18
to facilitate the choice of DSM clustering methods
in project management.

As shown in Fig.18，one need to calculate the
numbers of activities and the value of NZF first.
Subsequently，a judgment should be done to check
which zone the investigating case falls into. If it is in
Zone A，LSM should be chosen；if it is in Zone C
or E，one should choose FSM；if it belongs to Zone
B or D，SMI should be further calculated to deter⁃
mine whether LSM or FSM is a good choice for this
case according to the conclusions in Table 5. Note
that if it is in Zone F，no methods can be utilized to
handle this case.

The judgement procedure in Fig.18 is obtained
from numerous cases， and is tenable enough to
make wise choices about clustering methods without
doing calculation and comparison on both LSM and
FSM，which can greatly save time and energy for
project managers. Based on the approach in Fig.18，
the conceptual model for reducing reworks of a proj⁃
ect can be constructed as shown in Fig.19.

As illustrated in Fig. 19，when analyzing a re⁃
al⁃world project，one should firstly judge whether a
network of the project can be drew. If it is possible，
the preventive activities can be identified from the
network. If a network of the project cannot be ob⁃
tained，the optimal DSM clustering method can be
determined according to the proposed procedure in
Fig. 18. Subsequently，the possible clustering solu⁃
tions can be obtained and their complexity can be
calculated. Then，one can decide whether or not it
is necessary to reduce the complexity. If it is yes，
the preventive activities need to be identified and
added to reduce reworks in the project. If it is unnec⁃
essary，analysis process is done.

Table 5 DSM clustering solutions for Case 1—3 by using

LSM and FSM

SMI
method

LSM

FSM

High

Well clustered
(95.2%)

Well clustered
(50.3%)
Varying
(49.7%)

Middle

Well clustered
(50.2%)

Well clustered
(10.5%)
Varying
(73.2%)
Shaking
(14.5%)

Low

Disabled
(90.2%)

Varying
(53.0%)
Shaking
(47.0%)
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4 Application： Aircraft Design

Process

The aircraft design process is restricted in se⁃
quential design. It will take 4—5 a to design a com⁃
bat aircraft using the sequential approach from initial
concept to metal cutting. To significantly reduce the
lead⁃time，concurrent engineering is applied to the
design process. The designer of an aircraft provides
a conceptual design of that aircraft to the system
groups using product data management tools，and

the experts of system group comment simultaneous⁃
ly on the design relative to their area［31⁃32］. For in⁃
stance，the experts of assembly consider assembly
problems，the experts of process⁃planning investi⁃
gate the process sequence，and the experts of metal
removal consider new removal methods，available
machine tools，etc［33］. The designer of the aircraft
organizes redesign suggestions and the comments
on the concept of the aircraft from each expert of the
domain around the hub. The DSM for the aircraft
design process is built in Fig.20.

According to the procedure in Fig.19，the DS⁃
M for the aircraft design process can be analyzed as
follows.

Step 1 It is not possible to draw the network
using usual methods.

Step 2 The number of activities in Fig. 20 is
17 and the NZF is 0.62，which means that it is locat⁃
ed in Zone C. According to Fig.18，FSM is a better
choice than LSM. Actually，it is easy to see that
this is integral with many strong connected entries，
so the likelihood exists that LSM may not work.

The above results confirm preliminary conclu⁃
sions. LSM is disabled in this case because all activi⁃
ties are connected after searching the loop. On the
other hand，three clustering solutions are obtained
using FSM：［12 3 4 5］，［6 7 8 9 10 11 12］，［11

Fig.18 Procedure of choosing the optimal DSM clustering method

Fig.19 Conceptual model for reducing reworks in complex proj⁃
ects
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12 13 14 15 16 17］（solution 1）；［1 2 3 4］，［5 6 7
8 9 10 11］，［7 9 10 11 12 13］，［8 13 14 15 16 17］
（solution 2）；［1 2 3 4 5］，［6 7 8 9 10 11］，［8 9 10
11 12 13］，［12 14］，［15 16 17］（solution 3）. Fur⁃
thermore，solution 1 is the optimal one with the co⁃
ordination cost being 320.8，and its corresponding
DSM is given Fig.21.

Step 3 The complexity of the optimal solution
in Fig.24 is CFig.21= 52 + 72 + 72 = 123.

Step 4 To reduce the complexity and reworks
of the aircraft project，a preventive action can be
added between activities 2 and 3 as shown in
Fig.22. The complexity of the DSM with the preve⁃
ntive activity is

CFig.22=12+12+12+12+12+12+72+72=104
Locations of the above two cases are shown in

Fig. 23. To sum up，for cases in Zone A，LSM is
more efficient and can clearly represent the structure
and relationship between activities or elements.
LSM can always find the optimal solution in Zone
A，while FSM may miss some connections because
it is a random process. On the contrary，in Zone C
the situation is totally different. LSM is disabled，
whereas FSM is more robust because it still can pro⁃
vide available solutions even though the value of
NZF is growing.

5 Conclusions

Loops，sometimes，come into being in project
management networks because of the uncertainty in
different phases of project management，especially
in the initial phase. Consequently，the probability of
creating reworks always exists in research and prod⁃
uct improvement projects. Most of project manage⁃
ment techniques such as CPM，PERT and CCPM，

cannot handle project management networks with
loops. Although some techniques such as GERT
support loops，their computations are complicated
for big projects. Hence， a preliminary judgment
mechanism based on DSM is developed in this re⁃
search for greatly reducing the reworks in project
management.

To begin with，two DSM clustering methods，
LSM and FSM，are compared and their own partic⁃
ular characteristics are identified. Through the analy⁃
sis of various cases，we can conclude that LSM can
determine the coupled activities and clusters but can⁃
not handle the strength of connections，which may
lead to difficulty when the connections cross over
the activities. On the other hand，FSM are random
processes led by an objective function，which may
not find the optimal solution each time but the solu⁃
tions are near to the best one. To sum up，LSM is

Fig.20 DSM for aircraft design process
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more structural while FSM is more quantitative and
can generate more solutions.

In Section 3.3，the judgement procedure is pro⁃

posed to determine the optimal DSM clustering
method when facing a real⁃world production devel⁃
opment process. The whole working area was divid⁃

Fig.21 Optimal clustering solution for the aircraft design process

Fig.22 A preventive activity between activities 2 and 3
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ed into 6 sub⁃zones，in which Zone A is the optimal
working area for LSM while Zones C and E consti⁃
tute the optimal working area for FSM. Subsequent⁃
ly，SMI is utilized to make a more precise division
for Zones B and D from the perspective of modulari⁃
ty degrees. Then，the conceptual model is construct⁃
ed for reducing reworks in complex projects. Final⁃
ly，the above approaches are applied to a real⁃world
project.
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